Abstract
Introduction 40
The response of birds to the presence of a stimulus such as a potential predator or a 41 human is referred to as 'disturbance ' (Fig. 1) . The concept of FID is broadly applicable to wild 115 living birds, though for aggressive, highly habituated or domesticated birds, the 116 response often involves an approach to humans, and FID may not adequately reflect 117 the distance at which normal activities are disrupted. Alarm responses vary between 118 species, but many involve raising the head and communicating with nearby 119 conspecifics via alarm calls or other signals such as tail flicking among the Rallidae 120 (Woodland et al. 1980) . Non-cryptic promulgation of alarm may also signal to 121 threatening stimuli that they have been detected (Woodland et al. 1980 Two other important distances that are often overlooked are: 1) the possible 126 existence of Detection Distance (DD), the distance at which a bird can first detect a 127 stimulus (generally assumed to be visually, though auditory cues could potentially be 128 used to detect loud stimuli such as aircraft, or the sounds of approaching predators in 129 closed habitats) without reacting in other ways, and 2) the Physiological Initiation 130 Distance (PID), the distance at which physiological response (e.g. increased heart rate 131 or corticosteroid secretion) is initiated (Fig. 1) . Birds can detect stimuli while not 132 being overtly vigilant and thus DD is greater than or equal to AD (Lima and 133 Bednekoff 1999). The few studies of PID suggest that it is longer than either AD or 134 FID (Nimon et al. 1996) , at least in 'non-startle' responses (see below). 135
136
Starting distance (the distance at which an investigator approach begins; SD), 137 is usually positively related to FID (Blumstein 2003 (Blumstein , 2006 (Blumstein , 2010 , however where FID 138 and DD are very similar or the same, the response of the birds can be considered a 139 'startle' response, defined as an instantaneous flight response upon detection of the 140 stimulus. Startles occur at distances below which FID equals SD. Maximum startle 141 distance can be estimated from the regression of FID and SD as the point where FID 142 equals SD for a given species. DD is currently not measurable, so startles occur when 143 the distance at which an approach begins (Starting Distance; SD) equals or is very 144 similar to FID. Essentially, this represents the presentation of a stimulus to a bird 145 rather than an approach. For species with long FIDs, caution must be exercised in 146 relation to achieving sufficient starting distances during approaches; insufficient 147 starting distance may result in only the least sensitive individuals contributing to the 148 measure of FID. 149
150

Prominent factors correlated with FID 151
Life history characteristics influence many aspects of the behaviour of birds, and can 152 be reasonably expected to influence key aspects of decisions in relation to escape 153 behaviour such as flight (Møller and Garamszegi 2012) . For example, males and 154 females, old and young individuals, and low and high quality individuals could differ 155 consistently in direction and magnitude of FID. However, studies which examine 156 these attributes in relation to FID are few (but see Thiel et al. 2007 ). FID itself can be 157 considered a life history trait, whereby FID represents the risk an individual is willing 158 to take, which is expected to be influenced by residual reproductive value (the 159 remaining reproductive value for an individual of a particular age, given it's particular 160 condition, quality etc.). Thus, associations between FID and other life history traits 161 represent correlations and do not necessarily imply causation. 162
Body mass, a life history trait, explains most of the variation in FID among 163 species (Blumstein 2006 and so minimise risk associated with perceived threats. A number of parameters 187 correlated with body mass may also be correlated with FID, including sensory organ 188 and brain size and the height of the eye above the substrate; some of these parameters 189 are positively correlated with FID once body mass has been accounted for (Møller and 190 Erritzøe 2010) and others remain to be investigated. learning, and a number of problems exist when using space-experience substitution 233 studies to infer learning. Firstly, dispersal and site fidelity of the species measured 234 will influence the experience of birds at a site and few such studies document the 235 underlying regimes in the occurrence of stimuli (e.g. density or frequency of humans) 236 which are often assumed (but see Glover et al. 2011 other 'grey literature'; a finding that is paralleled on other continents). The lack of 311 suitable data on which to make management decisions could be addressed by 312 collecting more FID on more species in more locations and encouraging its 313 publication in a form usable for managers. In the interim, estimates from the 314 widespread, positive relationship between body mass and FID, and the species 315 specific residuals from the relationship (Blumstein 2006), may be used as a first 316 approximation or to identify particularly sensitive species and these estimates can be 317 tested and refined with future study. Clearly, the later approach relies on information 318 regarding the species present at a site, and assumes the site is not already avoided by 319 particularly sensitive species. presented (see Fig. 2 
